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One more time I feel compelled to mention this about some of you newer people,

sane people out getting this on tape, what seeiis to be your fairly well rooted

and mechanical view of me and the way in which I am operating as far as you get

these lectures, that is, do it again, I've been throi^ this before bajt again I'm

getting little notes, sane of it's not literally plain, but in my mystical way I

can translate it, that have, that seme of these people have problons, and by

problems I mean it could end up strangling you if there is any possibility of yaa

bemfiting from this, over your concern about the way that I seem to talk, and some

of the ways in which I present things that's questions, suggestions. Since we

started video taping a year and a half ago, I will tell you people now just getting

this, that I changed a little bit. I began to put on a suit or a coat and to comb

my hair, we built this set, these series of sets, these backgrounds, we bought the

equipment to video tape this because I had people in other areas interested and I

could not at the time continue some sort of weekly visit to these other cities

with the number of people there involved. Since I have began taping this, besides

putting on clean clothes on the nights we tape, I have also began to do a little

show buz. The sets, me dressed up with my hair combed, some of the jokes I make,

seme of the little theatrical sticks of looking off, and allthis, but you are

making a grave mistake, which I could rectify, a sure cure is just to throw you

out and tell you not to come back, of believing in some way that I am a speculator,

that maybe I am seeking some sort of secret myself, and that I am here as a middle

man, or I am here as some kind of tanporary guide to something. If you are interested

in what this is, I'm it. If this is what you seek, I'm the person that knows about

it. If this is not what you seek, you should be somewhere else. In times past I

did operate on what I could refer to now as somadiat of a more militaristic basis

of simply making grand, saoni-grand, and very small absolute statanents, and then

tying them together over a period of weeks or months. What I am attempting to do
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with the people now is make you in some way participate. But I am telling you

again, it has only been a few months, if I say maybe so and so, or if I take an

example from life, and I say, "Hey, how about this? I just heard so and so

happened, I just read such and such." Most of the time I am making it up to

begin with. It's just part of the show. You don't want to see me as an absolute

talking head I assure you. If we had this camera set up in one stable place and

I stood here and I read notes or I had seme kind of lecture prepared, if I just

stood and I appeared to be seme mortal form of a burning bjsh, the great stataient

coming frem the gods, many people would find it satisfactory, some of you did

orgininally. It is not the most efficient way, that is the way that you can

hold together that you can hold together a crowd of followers, but you are making

a grave mistake that will finally strangle you if I don't, of thinking that in

seme way I am bumbling about, that I am still speculating on vdiat the hell is

going on, or I am home on off nights reading books, wondering where is all this

going. Tht, tut. And now let that be the end of it until when...September,

October. Also since many people I know try and make notes for ycxar own benefit

or try to job your manory over some of the things I say, although I didn't announce

it, I have been attempting to start seme of what I say on on these taping ni^ts

with like a little head line. Sometimes I say, "Paragraph two comiiig up," and I

many times try and put together some sort of sentence, some sort of statement,

like a heading for the paragraph so that you mi^t jot it down if it sounds interest

ing. I try to slow down sometimes or maybe repeat it so it might help you in jogging

your manory later if something does turn up. Even though I had'nt announced it,

I have been attanpting to do that as is possible and when I think of it. So, I

will try to do it a little bit more so that your notes are not just absolute rambling.

And these tapes are being and will be in the future, cut up and pasted together into

a pasticheo, into a medley of my greatest hits. And so I am going to try at times

to slow down and give a pause when I am ostensibly changing the subject, v^en I have
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been saying such things as, "And now paragraph two, now the second section of

tOTii^ts sermon, etc." So, having said all that, here we go.

And tonight my plan is to slip in very close, after rambling throu^ sane neigh

borhoods, very close to that great elusive non-verbal secret that I always tell

you that I can never tell you. I have been laying out some ground work for a

number of weeks, and if it seems right I am going to try and get close to the mine

field tonl^t. Let's start off with this, that life periodically ponders throu^

man ideas that are so bizarre, so revealipg, so inflamatory, so inflamable, that

only life's most ingenious cells can tolorate, much less entertain than. Does

anyone want to try that again? Life periodically ponders throu^ man, ideas so

bizarre, so revealing, self-revealing, and so inflamable, that only life's own

nrast ingenious cells can tolorate, much less entertain than. What in the hell

do you think this is? And to make crude examples maybe, Would be the foundations

apparently of the horizontal, the known religions in life, and apparently those

involved with the founding of religions. And there are other instances, but that

gives you enough to go on. Now life in its diversity, in a sense life in one area

of its nervous system, being as diverse in number as we have people on this planet,

that is the minimum, because ranamber each person is a partnership, so you can

double it to start with, but the diversity there, you have got covered all possi

bilities, which without being able, unless you can expand your nervous system to

the point that this begins to make sense to you personally,then you can never

understand that life is a whole being. That all of these ideas, these notiions

these worries that life is, that human's have had about, "Why is there (quote)

evil?" And I have attenpted to drag you through neighborhoods and gullies and

sewers and the tops of buildings, and to show you from one vi®i7, about there

being always three winds blowing, there are three legs holding everything to

gether. And that that which appears to be the good guys one time, from a dif

ferent time zone, just from another perspective even, in space the good guys
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are the bad guys and vise versa. But beyond all of that, unless you can begin

to see life as a whole, you can never grasp this, that is, that the whole question

of how can humanity do these dastardly things to each other is mute. It is child

like, and I say child like in the sense that it is beneath a real person. It is

stupid, because whatever is going on, even, even I say, if I agreed that there are

things that humans have done that are dastardly, unless you are going to live out

plugged in to life in this absolutely limited and almost totally mechanically way,

you will never see that it's not a question of humans doing something bad, if there

was such things, to other humans, it is life doing it to itself. And your view

point, and I say you, all of humanity, all ordinary people, would give a whole n©(J

ream definition to the word ego-mania. To look at it as you are suppose to do,

nothing drawn, that's the way life is suppose to operate, but the view that there

are a group of humans doing something terrible to another group, that is childish.

Whatever it is, even if it was bad, life is doing it to itself. We are talkiiTg

about life perhaps having too much to drink one night, maybe life is trying a

little crack, storing a little coke, maybe life tripped and brdce a knee, maybe

it fell and got a concussion, maybe it took a pencil and was trying to get wax

out of its ear and hurt itself. Whatever it was, the belief that humans are doing

something to other humans, again I will draw this parallel,it's not perfect but

it's better than your ordinary thinking. To believe that you would have to be

lieve that inside of yoiar body and other people, that periodically the liver cells

think, "Flick the lungs." And they go on some kind of spree and they try to attack

them. Ihey wave banners, they send messages, they threaten them. Perhaps seme of

thgn can get loose and get over there and raise havoc with your lungs. Of course

that does sound like cancer, doesn't it? But you wcxild have to take it as being

a personal matter that, "Hey, I never knew what I was doing." Where I was about
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to take you with this is, the ways in which I described these ideas that life

periodically ponders through man, it's not simply that they could be bizarre,

because we've got enough diversity that we have from almost any viewpoint no

lack of real bizarre ideas, for whatever reasons, and you people back to my

preface, I'm not staying here saying for vdiatever reason, like God only knows

or I don't know, I knew, this is part of the way I am doing it, all right, for

whatever reason life has people, its own molecular self, it has people having

bizzare ideas, that is, ideas that are never going to reach fruition, ideas that

are bizzare in thanselves, they are not going to prove profitable, they are ideas

that are so extrane that perhaps only one or two people in life's body have the

ideas and all the rest of the world's population if they heard about it would go...

(sound of raspberry) or ignore it. Life does that. But you do that. You have

had ideas that you were afraid to tell anybody, that you and the partnership had

already conclioded, that we better not mention this. In your younger days it may

have sent you to arcanum libraries trying to find, "Is there anyone else that has

ever thought this?" Or, even worse from an ordinary viewpoint,"Is there anyone

else who has ever done this, this thing I'm thinking aboit, my thou^ts of action,

has anybody actually ever done this?" So just being a bizzare idea is not sufficient.

Roiianber I said the ideas are so bizarre and then so revealing, self revealing.

You have got to be able to hear it, you have got to be able to understand what

life is doing. But these ideas that I'm telling you that life periodically ponders

through man, they are bizarre in the sense that they are unreasonable, they are

non-lineral. In their widest scope they go against all reason. See I hold back.

I keep trying to play this jazz score that I mentioned to make this sonewhat

reasonable, that strangers can walk in in other cities and other times and see

some of this. Some of these can be pasted together and shown on cable TV, and I

appear, I guess more or less, to be fairly sane, I look fairly ordinary, and a lot

of what I, the way in which I present this, I try and keep now on a relatively
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sane sounding level using ordinary examples, pulliiig out politics and religion,

psychology, music, art, contanporary fads. But these ideas are revealing to those

that can hear it, that life is talking. Now I have been through times before that

I have tried to use this same sort of approach and to get you to see that amidst

the babble, amidst the apparent foolishness going on in life, all the way from

contemporary fads in the arts to general intercourse of humanity, there are people

wired up in life's body to see it all as being folly. The same ones are wired up

to go and seek secret masters, esoteric schools, hidden groups, on the basis that

this is foolishness. I have a spiritual fire in me, a need, and it's not going to

get fed living here in the midst of Kansas City or Sacramento or Tenec or Orlando,

I've got to get away from this foolishness. That has a place. Life has always had

parts of its body doing that. And if that is what you need, that's what ycxi need.

But, the place in which I am employed in life's body, is not to sell horizontal

life, to tell you that there is anything in and of itself just of any per se

benefit to doing this, but it is a mistake for those who need it in the way in

which I am doing it, to believe that an escape from this in and of itself would

be benificial and that this is all foolishness out here in ordinary life. It is

not. Life is revealing itself; life is talking to itself; life is daydreaming

to itself; life is growing. So the ideas are brizarre but they are also revealing.

And thirdly I mentioned, they are also inflamable. That I don't think we should

go into. I see no reason to give me and ycu the blues. They are inflamable.

There are only a few of life's more ingenious, life's more imaginative cells,

speaking abaat people, who can benefit from all this. Very few can even tolorate

it. And by that I don't mean that they would necessarily go into fits of such

anger that their hair would catch on fire throu^ spontaneous combustion. They

might just ignore it, just couldn't hear it, so you have got a full rarige when I

say that only a few could tolorate it. The majority cannot tolorate it. Not that

they would neccessarily overtly react to it in a negative manner, they might just
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hear it and then two seconds later you ask than, "Did you underst:and that?" And

they say, "What?" That is a fair criteria that I just gave. You could transfer

it not only, to use not only with what I am doing here, but you could transfer it
I

other places if it served any benefit. That if you are going to receive anything

that vould change your absolute positicai in life than that with which you are

dealing, it would have to be bizzare, revealing and inflamable. And unless I

change my mind, if you will note, we will not leave this area as much as it may

sound like, I am setting you up, I am setting the scene, as Moe might say to

Curly and Larry, "Hey, this next scene, we will open the door and go in, and we

are going tx) play like we are washing tiie windows and we will take it from there."

And being the trusting fools that they seem to have been, they went, "Okay." So

here we go. In other words, we will drop, that's the end of that.

The need, the requiranent for a foe continued: Going back to the last several

weeks, me pointing out that everyone, including everything, but everyone needs an

enemy. It is required that there be a foe. I want you to try and see quite clearly

that the partnership within everyone, frccn one very real continuing view, is the

ultimate and the most reliable one. And the last several weeks when I have mentioned

this, and I even went back into people's horizontal past about you may feel as thou^

you have a foe in your mother, your father, you may be able to see that there are

toonporary foes, even a foe of standing there in Macy's and reach for this one dress

and a woman reaches for it at the same time. "I saw it first." You can find the

reality of what I described, that is, the necessity of having a foe if what you are

involved with is going to breath, if it is going to have any life span, you will have

a foe. Other than all the examples that I, or the few that I mentioned, all that

I told you are available, they are everywhere. All the way from the atmospheric

pressure against your desire to breath, the necessity for it to keep the lungs going.

It can't be a one way street, it cannot be a straight line. A straight line goes not
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there, a strai^t line goes to Forest Lawn. A straight line goes to dead city,

a dead end. But beyond all that is to see, quite clearly, that this apparent

partnership that everyone is involved with, of you and sonebody else in here,

the partnership, look at it really as a verb instead of a noun, not you and the

partner, bait the partnership, because ri^t new if I put all of you on the wheel,

or individually, a lot of you would hard pressed to say, "Wait a minute, I know

there is a partnership, and I know vdiich is me and which is the partner." No you

don't. Some of you can tell when you think about it at the time or when you see

him go out the door, when you think, "The partnership." We'll get to that in a

few minutes. But that partnership, in a sense, the real sense, is the ultimate

and most reliable. And one reason I can say ultimate is that it is alwasy avail

able. It is the most reliable. Anytime you are not doing anything, apparently

no problans, get out and run when it's a hundred and three, run a mile further

than you intended to perhaps and watch the kinds of things that start going on.

Cars are going by and sometimes people blow their horns and you don't know whether

they are blowing at you. Throw in an extra mile at about a hundred and four degrees

and you hear a car blowing on the other side of the street, and perhaps the partner

ship has some observation like, "FUck you." The partnership as a foe is always

available, always. Nothing seans to be going on and you get bored. The partnership

can readily identify this situation and make some ccnment. "Jesus, is life a drag.'

All ri^t, now for something completely different. Life has found it voice

throu^ man. Man's genetic code has found it's voice through the partnership.

I am going to say it again for those of you out in TV land you new little chickens,

I will refer you back to my preface, rather than me making a bombastic statement,

I am going to suggest to you the kinds of dreams that many people have of superior

beings, gods, angels, nowadays superior creatures fran another universe, is do

not bet the farm on that. I am suggesting to you most strongly that in a quite

real way that I understand, I suggest that life has found one of its very real
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voices in man. And the full existance of life's body, oceans, mountains, trees

serve a purpose. They do not talk. They do not talk to us and life does not

speak to itself throa^ such areas of its body. Man does not speak to himself,

man does not have a voice without the partnership. The partnership has been

going through a process, the development of it, and for the last year or so I

have been throwing cut bits and pieces, playirig as thougb I have been having

ideas, asking you questions, pointing out curiousity of an apparent evolution.

Just take recorded history of the western world, this part of life's body, six

thousand years or so there has been a process of people believing in Gods, spirits,

sometimes taking on human form. People believing that gods were talking to than.

All the way from there apparently up to today. When you turn on your local TV

station, go to ycur local church, go to your local park, and scmeone, be they

ill kept or dressed up, are looking people dead in the eye, looking cameras dead

in the eye, and saying, "This week I am glad to report, that God spoke to me, it

was last ni^t in the wee hairs of the morning," hundreds, thousands, hundreds

of thousands of people sit and listen to this, "And God told me we need, he told

me he said, "Bob, what you need to do is put a new wing on this church plus buy

yourself a better car. You look shabby and indirectly you are making me look bad."

There is a whole process still going on with people who say, "God has talked to me."

Their partnership talks to everyone. But there has been a continuing process,

there has been a kind of quite real growth and development in man of the partner

ship. The little small area I am trying to touch on, let me put it to you in this

manner. Looking at life right now, and what seans to be the overall present, and

me pointing out that right now on this planet, this part of life's body, there are

people living in different time zones. There are people still living almost in

prehistoric times, and in each individual there are different time zones. There are

parts of you, many of you, that are still almost prehistoric, ferral, imcontrolable.

We are looking at the whole planet right now, and the whole race of man, if we move
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into older time zones right now, there are people with a very less developed

partnership. And the time zones do not have to be simply over somewhere in the

South Pacific in seme isolated island, it could be in New Jersey, Alabama, down

around Bakersfield, wherein you have people who are operating almost on the basis

of pure action with almost no thought of action. These are the people that are

oft times looked on by the rest of their particular cotimanity as being darigerous,

if not dangerous, extremely crude, not our sort, almost uncivilized, the kind of

neighborhood to avoid. The partnership has gone through an overall evolution.

Now to change the subject entirely. Let me speak to you about a great radio station.

Its call letters being WDNA,on the west coast of coarse that would be KDNA. You have

the genetic code finding its voice in man throu^ the partnership. And you have the

situation as though really, I'm not just making up these little things just to be

clever, if they are clever, it is as though there is a radio station coming from the

genetic code. That is part of the partnership. The other part of the partnership

would be, to carry this parallel, this picturization a bit further, would be like

a broadcasting coimission that would be in charge of controlling the broadcast and

the reception, both. It would be a four-D version of our present EXX), but it would

have a complete control over vdiat is getting broadcast apparently and what is getting

received apparently. I say apparently from the basis of your own awareness, the way

in which you would have to preceive what seans to be coming somewhere within you,

within the partnership.

Having covered that, let it^ change the subject. No, no, wait. I won't change it

completely. I just thought of something. For you people who like this, maybe I

just did, maybe all this is planned. I shaaldn't give you new people any chance

to believe that. Wait a minute, before I go any further, it has been an apparent

hobby, a desired hobby of many people throughout history, to try and dampen, to

quiet that station WDNA. People have attempted to do it throu^ praying, meditation,.
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drugs, exercise, warfare, fear. If I had presented, just what I have been

saying for the last few minutes, to sane of you people getting attracted to this,

if I had presented this as a kind of beginning and I asked, "All right, everyone

understands, there seems to be this broadcast going on, you know, all rl^t, will

you join up and give me your first bom and all your money if I can quieten that

thing, even dampen it?" And many of you would have went, "Where do I get in line,

that's what I have been looking for." But also, many of you had already tried this

and that. So let me point out a curious affair that no one notices. And now that

I think about it, curiously enou^, it is connected to something I mentioned last

week by accident. There are three ways to apparently dampen, to quiet this station,

this part of the partnership. Now one of them is to try and directly face the

signal. That is, speaking of the partnership, you have got the station WDNA, then

you have apparently got the rest of you in the partnership that I suggested should

be referred to ri^t now and thought of as a kind of controlling ccninission, have

the commission simply turn to the signal directly and face it. As long as you can

hold that, which with most people is just a fleeting moment in their ordinary time,

but the signal stops. The son-of-a-bitch won't broadcast. All you have got to do

is turn on it. Not try to cut it down, not try to in some way directly quieten

it or turn down the volumn. Just try and turn, v^iich is easy enou^, right directly

into tiie signal, and it stops. The second way is to try and effect external change.

To become involved with new ordinary activities. Everyone has had this experien&e.

You did not notice it, but you should be able to hear it right now when I point it

out, that the ordinary transmission going on inside of your head, the noises con

tinually rumbling through your own nervous systan. All the way fron the illusive

impossible dreams to the near death defying nightmares. All the complains that

seam to go between ycu and this other part in the partnership. All of yoii have

had this experience without realizing its possible importarKe, that is to get

involved with a new job, a new girl friend, a new car. To get that new Corvette,
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and it's like a day, a week, let's say at least forty-eigjit hours, you should

know the feeling by now. Or some dress that you had saved up for years, I'm

using this as women, reference to women, although if it applies to any of the

rest of you, far be it from me to say. But, let's say the new car, something you

had wanted, something that you and the partnership had dreamed and argued about,

and you got it, let's say that for at least forty-eight hours you be able to

go back and ranonber, it was an exceptionally good time. You were happy, you were

driving around trying to show people. If you ran out of friends, you just took

the top down and you rode around. It was like for forty-eight hours the blues

went away, fears of death went away, it was like everything was gone. You should

be able to hear me and you ou^t to be able to look back now in your own nervous

system and hear the validity of what I am saying. It's almost as though the

station went off the air. The third way, which as I said is curiously and co-

incidentally connected to sonething that I stumbled across last week. The other

way is to begin to judge the station by an external standard. This, I point out

to you, is one of the prime uses that life has of religion. On more than one

occasion, those of you who have been around on more than one occasion, know that

I have gone into scenarios leading up to apparently rhetorical question throu^

hints and jokes I have made about why it seems necessary that all ordinary people

nust have external references, all the way frcm the popes, rabbis, the world's

apparently most learned men, that they continue, than and you, to have to have

external sources to which to refer. Can any of you get a quick glimpse that one

of the prime uses that life has for religion, and it has a use for everything,

none of asides about popes and rabbis and Jimony Swaggarts is no way casting

any doubt on the validity, the purpose and the use of religicn, but what is not

recognized is, that it is used in one of the primary manners as having an

external source, outside you and the partnership. You apparently, apparently.
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but each person apparently got this fran somebody else. Of course your forefathers

said, "Well, we got it through divine revelation perhaps. We got it through our

minister, our rabbi." The point is, you did not seem to be bom with it. Apparently

you are not bom beirig a Baptist or a Jew in the religous sense, or a Moslem, some

body had to tell you about it, and then they got it somewhere. So it's apparently

something external, apparently. One of the unrecognized primary uses that life makes

of this, is you aj^arently dealing with the conflict within the partnership, and

part of being able to deal with it, part of having some ability to periodically

quieten it, to get out of apparent very dangerous squables, you and the partnership

are having. You are rolling around on the bar room floor, your hands around his

neck, her hands around your neck. It would be almost, if there was such a thing,

well there is such a thing on another level, but it would be like a two way cul de

sac. There has to be a way out. And part of it is in the use of religion as being

this external standard that you bum on the station. The station cannot babble this

kind of nosense, this kind of herisy, this kind of dangerous day dreaming to you

with impunity. Whether you say so directly or not, you should be able to hear me

by new, that inside the partnership tango, you continually bring up, it just seems

to come up, somewhere in the partnership, somewhere in the station is broadcasting

these insar^ heritical ideas, these dangerous ideas, these prejudicial ideas, the

ideas that your part of the partnership, if you knew vhat it was, but at that time,

you feel like, "I don't like this. Shame on me. I shouldn't be doing this." But

unless you have, if you are ordinary now, unless you have an external frame of

reference, that you can pull out something, a holy book, something that you have

been told, something that you say you believe in, it's like holding up this cross

to the proverable vampire and say, "Get away. The power is not in me, but the

power is in this. This is not right. We can't do this. We can't dream about

behaving in such a way. We can't dream aboit doing that." &Jt with ordinary people,

were there not some external standard to draw fran, they would be almost in a two
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way cul de sac. They would almost be in a dance that had no beginning in horizontal

time and had no end. This does happen to people. Anything I can mention has

happened to somebody or I wouldn't know it. These people are not normally those

you find piloting cotrmercial jets, teaching school, living next door to ycxj.

Now for a real charige. Other than die hard red union men whose primary activities

would be limited truly, limited to eating, fucking and sleeping, that is die hard

red union men. They are needed, they are on this planet, they are spread out throu^

different time zones, although I can classify them generally as being in one time

ZCTie, but other than those absolutely irreversible for this life, red union men,

everyone else has only one possible rewarding endeavor, everybody, and that is the

desire and the attempt to change. That is the only thing that life is aboit. I have

tzalked around in all sorts of ways, all sorts of angles, but I am telling you, and

you should be able to see this, I'm not even going to hint because it is right be

fore your baby blues, other than what I said, vhich does not, we will assume, in

clude any of you, that notte of you are die hard union men of any stripe, you can't

be and pursue this, if you were a die hard union man on the red, blue, or yellow

level, you would not last here lorig, as you shouldn't. You belong somewhere else.

So, we are assigning that we have no die hard red union or otherwise men or women

here. And they are subject to this, but I have got to state it this way to keep

it within the realms of verbalization, they are subject to this also. But, speaking

about humanity, there is only one possible rewarding activity in life, and that is

the desire and the attempt to change. That's it. I will give you a few seconds

to ponder it. Those of you out of town be sure that you have got my address so that

you can write me and tell me that you are not sure that yoi agree with this, or maybe

I didn't mean to say what I said, maybe I misspoke, and think about it a second.

(Drums on podium with fingers). All ri^t, I've got you. That is it. Even the

crudest attoipt, I say the cruddst, to get a new car, to get new clothes, these are
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the external ways that ordinary people attennpt to change. And alopg certain lines

here and there, running through certain neighborhoods over and over, I have tried

to drag you throu^ verbal descriptions, I have pointed out that it is almost, almost

beyond any possibility of ordinary people changing. And then I have tried to point

out to you that everybody feels discomfort, everybody feels in some way a dissatis

faction, that there is this kind of partnership going on, that there is no one voice

in any human throu^ ordinary means, unless they are at the far end of the spectrum,

that there is no single unified voice within a person that says, "Hey, this is what

I should do," and they do it and go, "I knew it." The people would disappear. They

would go off to the real land of the brothers Grimm. Everything that you could men

tion, anything that yoa can picture, anything that you can imagine from your experience

of life that people do, it is all an attaipt and a desire, it can be a desire without

the attempt, to change. That's it. I don't care, speaking to you real people, poten

tially real people, I don't care if it is in the guise of religion, self improvement,

education, it is the desire and/or attoipt to change. Without that that there is

no human life, without that you are not fulfilling the purpose of humanity. Which

is impossible, you are going to fulfill it. So you have this situation. You have

people attempting, desiring, and/or attempting, to do it in two different ways. They

can do it simultaneously, they can go from one to the other, they can do one most of

the time, and that is, they are attempting to change thrcugh external change. That

is, through ne»? cars, throu^ getting a better job, through buying a bigger house.

It is an attempt to change. You have got no choice. If you a human you are driven

by it. Now the other one is, what appears to be internally directed, the attempt to

change, that, I suggest to you, is vhat draws people here, mystical groups, religions.

But notice, of course, it can be as I said, a simultaneous. People can be involved

with a religion and feel as thou^ they are attempting to change through internal

means, through getting in the good graces of the gods, through learning some n^
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mystical secret information, throu^ studying the words of their holy literature,

but then simultaneously they can attempt to change their behavior, to quit drinking,

to quit smoking, to partake of the rituals of that religion. Hie desire and the

attaonpt to change, that's life, that's it. I gave you a few seconds. You cannot

think of anything else. If you can think of anything else it's not going to fit

my criteria of being rewarding, not to you. Everything you can think about, every

dream you have ever had, every ni^tmare you ever had, well, let's leave it on what

appears to be the positive road, everything that you dream about doing, accomplishing

in life, \diether you are working at it or not, you and the partnership talk abcut

dreams and the dreams are based on one thing, the desire and/or attanpt to change.

That's it. There is nothing else. Everything else is eat, fuck, and sleep. Which

there is nothing wrong with. But outside the desire to change, you are talkir^ about

keeping the red circuit going at the absolute bare minimum - to eat, fuck, and to

sleep. That does not satisfy man, with the kind of really non-existant exceptions

I started out,with the die hard red union men.

Having cleared that up, let's change the subject. Let's change the tape first.

The subject, here is the heading,for anyone who wants to write it down, of this one.

That is - don't fight your genes, cciiina, but work with your awareness of them. As

you mi ght suspect, or at least you would suspect that I would say it, I cculd form

a whole great apparent metaphysical, occult, oQrstical syston on that. But here

is what ycai have got to go for. It is not an excuse for anything. Renonber that

is one complete sentence, is don't fi^t your genes, cause that is a wasted battle,
»

it is useless. I am telling you, I'm not even asking notice, you new chickadees

and robins, I am not asking, I am not suggesting, you can't fight your genes in

any profitable way. Now at the ordinary level you are wired up to fi^t your

genes. What the hell do you think the partr^rship is? Early this evening, by

accident, I pointed out to you that man's genetic code found its voice in the
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partnership. But now look, you and everyone else at the ordinary level, how do you

see the process of change manifesting itself? How do you feel a need to change?

Yaa have never analysed it in this way, it has never been presented in this way,

but here is what it is, you are trying to fight your genes. You are not mistaken,

you are just ordinary. If you hadn't run arruck, you are doing exactly what all of

humanity, with a few exceptions, are wired up to do. People who are not entertain

ing brazarre, revealing, inflamable ideas. They are not part of life's own banusing

imagination. I called it pondering earlier. The desire to change manifest itself,

without people analysing it, in fighting your genes. Even thoi:i^, as I said, I

could make this the basis, the verbal basis, of a long book, super long book, the

whole teaching of sane kind of whole systan, but ordinary people, if I presented

it in the right way, and got my act together better here, maybe would appear to be

the iiimediate, and I coald say it was the word from the gods and cosmic forces,

and just beyond Pluto that those with whom I am in contact, is you have got to

quit fighting your genetic background. And how many people would hear that in a

certain way, especially with the kind of ri^t presentation, and go, "Oh, cheez,"

and be ready to swoon. That, "I've been trying to lose weight all life and

I can lose two pounds and be so happy, I wanted to lose two pounds in a week and

I did it, and I stepped on the scales and I felt so good I took a deep breath and

I gained five." It's not funny to people struggling with that. People who hear

thanselves say, "I have a terrible prejudical attitude and I do so want to do

better, I want to be a better person, I want to expand my spiritual horizons.

Maybe I should change religions, maybe I should pray more, maybe I shcxild fast

more, because these same ingenuous, unsavory pictures and words keep caning up

and I have got to struggle against than. Maybe they read back, the way in which

they read, to holy, so called holy literature abait great prophets being tanpted.

And they think, "Yea, that's it." Or they go to see a Rabbi or hear a priest or a

minister talk and they say, "The nature of man is to be in turmoil, is to be
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tempted by the great enany of evil. He will tempt us all. Yes, friends, he

even tempts me at times. Even I have had lust and greed in heart. I pray for

forgiveness, I strive to do better." They are fighting their fucking genes. Now

for those that ever get anywhere, you cannot be the great man of La Manche. You

cannot fi^t, as the song goes, unbeatable foes. But let me clarify. It should

be for our purposes, do not figjit the unfigihtable foe, because fighting with your

genes for the few, is no fight whatsoever. It is swimning in prune whip, it is

trying to do the back stroke in hot peanut butter, it is trying to break dance

in tar under a sun that is around 114 degrees for the last three hours. There is

no fight. It's not simply that it's an unbeatiable foe, which is true enough, but

that's not even the point, it's not even a fight. You cannot fight your genes.

Only ordinary people can do that. Now it's ordinary people attempting to change

the damn station, to get the partnership shut down. "Whoever in here, at any given

time, disagrees with me, would you please shut the fuck up. How can I turn the

station off, what can I drink, vhat prayers can I say, what chants can I chant,

what dances can I dance?" Only the ordinary can fight their genes. You cannot

take it as a theory, is why I never put it this succinctly, if I may say so, and

why not? Heretofore, not even here to five, you have got to understand on ycair

own, you have got to have some participation in this, not from listening to me,

and these crude attempts at humor, thank you, you cannot take it as being an

excuse and say don't fight your genes and everybody go, "Wow, I don't have to

try to lose weight anyymore, I don't have to try and control my temper any more."

All that is no fight. It's irralevent. But you have got to have a personal

toowledge, a personal awareness of vdiat your own genetic voice is. You have got

to have sane personal knowledge and experience with this partnership in you. Not

based on some external, not seme ordinary external standard. Now it seems as

though right now you are using me and what I say, but that is part of the reason

that I try and fragpnent this, and slip in humor, slip in these rhetorical questions.
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or as I ranind you periodically, is I never tell you the ccnplete story, never.

If I did it would be wasted. And of course, I can't anyway, or I won't, whatever

it is. But if I did, it would be wasted. You have got to have an awareness of

your own genetic code. You have got to have a continuing personal awareness.'

Don't strangle on continuing, it's not a matter of whether you can do it twenty-

four hours a day right now, that's not even the point. Do it twenty four seconds

a day, some of you twenty four seconds a month, and you would be astounded. But

you have got to have an awareness, and there is where the proper work is done.

Not fighting your genes but working with your awareness of them. Notice I didn't

say in the latter par,t of that statement that that gives you some kind of new

ability to fight your genes, because you cannot fight your genes. If you are going

to fight your genes you belong out in the ordinary world. They need all the fodder

they can get. They need all the help they can get or life wouldn't continue to

make people pregnant. But you cannot fight your genes. It is, if I said it

was a waste of time and I asked you to try and put that to the twelveth power, would

it give you any idea. Of course, all of you, if yoi won't listen to this in a

totally limited mechanical fashion, all of you already know that ycu can't fi^t

your genes. All of you have already been througb, whether it be trying to lose

weigjit, quit eating certain foods, quit being attracted to the same kind of man

over and over. You always felt like, "Well, there is some key that I don't yet

have. I keep ending up with men that like me for the first two hours and then they

just kind of treat me like garbage. And I move to different cities, I try to get

men of a different height, men with a different hair color, same thing over and

over. I need analysis, I shouldn't have let my subscription to Cosmopolitan run

out, something is wrong." There is nothing wrong. Thece are pecple that, none of this

is funny, you know, when you are involved, please raiMnber that, you and the partner

ship do not find that funny. There are people who cannot lose weight, people who

cannot become physically gracefully as the partnership says they should. All of
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you have been througji what appears to be a confrontational situation with some

thing in you, but as you are suppose to do, across the general spectrum of

humanity, you are suppose to look at it as a what- a psychological problem.

I weigji more than insurance charts say somebody my height should weigh. The

answer - stand in the super market check out line, all the way from Readers

Digest to Time magazine to Sports Illustrated, the headlines are going to tell

you why, ri^t? Or if you really get desperate I guess you ccaild go to the

National Inquirer, that you are overweigjit because probably your mother was

frightened by a UFO or the Lochness monster. The point is, as all of you know,

through that one example, it is char^ging a little bit in our lifetime even as I

am talkiiTg, but the general answer is, "It is psychological." "All right, I have

this fear of sex." "It's psychological." "I have this kind of agression toward

wcmen. It should seans that I want to beat up on wcnen." "It's psychological."

That is the accepted fact. And for the ordinary people it is true. But vdiy

is not direct change,as part of life's voice througji man says it should be,that is,

''I want to directly change this." Why can't they? Why does not analysis and

religion, etc. work directly as it is rejwted to have as it's goal? I can describe

it in many ways, and I have suggested to you many ways, but here is one - is they

are fighting their genes. And you can't figjit your genes unless you are ordinary,

thenyou are doomed to fight than, but ranember what I told you, you can't fight

than, contna, you can only work, the few people, with your awareness of it. Now

there is the trick. There is the bone in that perhaps otherwise delishious looking

fish, of feeliiig as thoagh not fightii)g one's genes would give me the way out.

"If that is true, if I can accept that, if I could take that to my little bosom

of bosoms, just think, I could go home and lay in bed and cover nyself with boxes
9

of Dedova chocolates, I can take all of my clothes and throw them away and call

for a tent maker. I can begin to whip up on every woman I see. Cause, hell, it's

not ny fault,there is nothing I can do. If you have an awareness of what you are
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and viiat you are frcxn line level consciousr^ss down, viiat yco are is WDNA, the

voices you hear are ̂ jarallel to the roll you play in life's body, the part of

your cellular responsibilities are now to be life's voice to itself. And within

you the parallel is, and not a completely spuriois parallel, is your own genetic

code, is your voice, and the voice comes out a mirade of ways it has been attempted

to explain, be explained, the gods are talking to me. I am becoming conscious.

I am having a yellow circuit activity take pl^e. I have a subconscicus mind.

They are left overs from our more ferral past that come out as subconscious desires

that cannot really be expressed - agression, unbridled lust, etc. Vtell, all of

that, from religion to modem day psychology, is not to be laughed out, although

I pull it out scmetinKs and cause you to laugh by things I say, they serve and

continue to serve a purpose. And part of the purpose is,to make everyone fight

their genes. What is the battle, what is it that everyone feels, that, "I am

a battlefield between good and evil, between decent desires and indecent desire.

I am a battlefield of having great dreams as opposed to ny almost superhuman

lethargy. I am almost, you know I have these great dreams, but I bet in the

next edition, if you look in the dictionary under inertia, there will be ny

picture there. Everyone is fighting their genes. But I assure you, if your

heros existed, those that seemed to be the founders of religion, those that

seemed to be great past mystics, if they existed, I can tell you this, they

were not, as I have mentioned before, n^, I hate to disappoint people, but I

have hinted it, perhaps they weren't as enthralling, facinatipg, blah, blah,

blah, as you would now imagine. Because I can tell yaa one thing, they did

not fight their ger^s. If they did, they didn't know any more than ycu. They

didn't know any more than you. They should have written a book and gone on a

talk show circuit. You have got to turn your attention, through your won under-

sanding, not because I say so, because I very seldom say so directly any more,

you have got to turn your attention where there are worthwhile foes. And your
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genetic code is not a worthwhile foe, as I said, from the viewpoint of the few

doing this, it's not even a foe. . It's not a question of fighting it, unless you

are ordinary. Then that's the only question, that is,the desire and attempt to

change. But in one lifetime you have got to see for yourself that that is, there

just is no word, mute, useless, it cannot be done. That is why that I can say,

and when you follow along my directions and my draggirgyou through these part of

town every meeting ni^t, that you do get a glimpse of what I say that ordinary

change is just illusionary. Peqple do not change. They can't change. And some

times it seems as thou^, whai you are from here, that people do change. The way

they talk about it. A person gets on a talk show and says, "I drank five quarts of

liquor every day for twenty years, and suddenly when I found out that my liver was

about to be condoimed by the state of Iowa, I quit. I haven't touched a drop, I

don't even want a drop." Or perhaps they say, "I want a drop everyday but I resist."

And you get caught up, you get away from me, you get out around those evil influences,

what 'do ycaa call it - life - you get out there and suddenly you sitting there at the

TV going (gesture). And if I suddenly jumped up from behind the couch and said,

''Ah, iha, you are believing than again." You would have to go, if you had the ability,

you would go, "Yeah, 'you have got me." I could say everything,the station was coming

in load and clear, peqjle do change, even you and the partnership was talking about,

"Hey, if he, if a man could do that, I can cut down on sugar. If a man can quit

drinking, Jesus, I could quit drinking coffee." "You were doing it, weren't you?"

And you woold have to go, "Yeah,yeah, I was." It does not happen, that is not

change taking place. You have got to have a bizarre, a revealing, and in fact, an

inflamatory, an inflamable awareness of your own genetic code, your own partnership,

which is the voice of the code. Then it's not a matter of me saying that there is

no word to say that the ordinary fighting of one's genes is useless and mute. It's

not a fi^t, it'i not a battle. This is not even true, but I need to put an end to
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this sentence, it is not a fi^t because there is no chance that you can win.

If that seans to make sense, whether ri^t now you can hear it or believe it,

it seams to be logical based on what I was saying, that moved along a two dimentinal

line. And that doesn't covet it, but it's not untrue. You can't win. The fight's

not even there. You cann't waste your time doing that which can't be done. You

cannot figjit your genes. But unless you know what they are, you can't even make

a decision. It's not sonething you can theoretically start doing tomorrow. You

can't take this, oh, some of you could try if you were dumb enough, I'm sorry, if -

you were ordinary enough, and say, "Well, wait a minute, me trying to lose weight,

me trying to overcome iny fear of the opposite sex, me trying to curtail my anger

that is gertetic, from now on I give it up. I just fuck it. I'm not going to

waste my time. Mow, how about some real things about, you know, I still want a

new Corvette. That's not genetic, Naw, all I've got to do is work harder, I've

got to get up and work harder." And so you could attempt such as this, and still

somewhere within the partnership would be the desire, and/or attorpt, to change.

And in some foolish way that I just attenp>ted to describe very shortly, you could

believe that yaa had discounted the useless genetic figJit and gone on to some

other fight,and you would be what - wrong. Under the partnership arrangement

everything that you can conceive of, everything that is already within you that

seems to be a desire to change is genetic. It is all based upon fighting of one's

genes. The closest thing that comes to an exception is this. And it is not

immune from it because what the hell brought you here. But this is the closest

thing to an exception. And it is so bazarre, those of you who have been around

vAiile now, you can't go out and defend this. You can't go out and explain it to

your former best friend out in life. It is too bazzare. Or, it is even too

inflamable. You tell somebody and they hear something else and they can become

enraged. It can be too revealipg for sane people. That, "Hey, I don't want to
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hear this kind of stuff." They can then try and dismiss it like, "Well, this is

not true, that's insanity." But there is a certain kind of rejection that if they

accidently heard it - "I don't want to hear anymore."

I have had more than several notes from here and other places, since I mentioned

the need for one to abandon the blues farm, that is,in a situation a relationship

has fallen apart, and one on the partners does not seem to be fully aware of it.

So this is blues farm revisted or continued. Very short one though. I am mostly

restating in one or two sentences vdiat I have pointed out before, when I said, "Don't

be a share cropper on a blues farm." Ihe blues farm, if you are aware that the situa

tion is over, or you are aware that, "I want out, I'm getting out." To be a share

cropper on sccnebody elses farm, for you to stay there, that is on the farm, that is

in the relationship in any way, to say, "All right you can hold on to my foot, I won't

move out this week-end." And the other person keeps saying, "We can work this out."

And you go, "Well, yeah, maybe." And you and the partnership has already decided this

can't be worked out. And they say, "Stay a few days longer. Stay until this month's

rents up." "All right, hold this end of my coat, and I'll stay, I won't pack all

my clothes." That is being a share cropper. You are doing the dirty work on some

body else's land and you no loqger have a proprietary interest therein. That is a

fucking share cropper. That is the low end. Because if the other person still is

operating on the basis that this relationship is viable, then it is their land,

it^s their farm, but as far as you are concerned it is a blues farm and you have now

fit, at least my good criteria, for a damn share cropper. You are still in there

doing the dirty work, digging than potatoes, you are doing the dirty work and you

no longer have any interest in the property itself. You can't do it. You can't

do it to any profitable degree.
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I will tell you one more time. This is not a suggestion. I didn't sugarcoat it

a lot and I didn't make it too oblique, that once you have a personal undestanding

of any degree of what I am saying, is you have got to cease fitting your own genes.

And you have got to see that that is another description, that is another name of

being alive and being ordinary. That no matter what people say, people who are crying

out for mystical experiences, people who are apparently devoting a large part of

their life and their energy to doing good works, to trying to fulfill the role in

some religion, they are fighting their genes. Sinner, as they are called in religion,

do not attonpt to become unsinners for any reason but one, that it is fighting their

genes• It is not because the gods have condemned them, it's not because spirits

have cone into their life and said you are a naughty little boy or girl, it is a

fitting of one's own genes. That's it. You have got to see it for youself. And

then you have got to stop it. Which is kind of tricky to say because if you see it

good, you stop it. It just goes away and you don't remember it until somebody points

it out. That yoj seem to have lost seme of your passion to do good perhaps, or you

use to really all the time be working on yourself to become a better person. You

seem to have lost that kind of drive. Of course you would not be so dumb as to turn

on anyone and say something like, "Well, I don't have to anymore. I am a better

person." Little joke people, little joke, little joke. But you use to buy all

latest books about how to increase one's consciousness, how to live a more productive

life. And now you don't seen to be interested in that anymore. Don't go in there

arxi fill in the real punch line as I just did. There is nothing at all beneficial

to the feij people that are in a certain place in life's own AMV-12 make up of it's

blood, a few people involved with this, not just me, but in this, in different time

zones and different places. A few people, a very few people, conparied to the rest

of humanity, people involved with this must go past the point, you have got to see it,

that by and large everything ycu have ever done, whether you believed it was doing

something here, whether you were attempted to do good out on your own, you were
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fighting your own genes, you and everyone else. All feelings of self denial

feelings of guilt, the very basic feelings that ordinary people have, or that

people have ordinarily, that I need to do better, I have got to change, is based

upon fighting your genes. It sure does make life's blood enriched. It sure does

make life stronger. Not a perfect parallel since there are none, but what are you

doing when you start lifing weights and decide I would like to have biceps the size

of bisons? You are fitting your genes, unless you were bom with biseps that were

twenty-fair inches, you start working out at a gym and you are fighting yoir genes.

And it will produce strength. It does not happen in a lifetime though when you

get outside the realm I have just mentioned because you cannot fight your genes.

It will not change in a lifetime, and that is the only thing we are interested in,

and I am not hinting anything else, for all you people that keep looking for it, hints.

If I am going to hint something, I will say it is a hint, unless I forget of course.

The fighting of one's genes makes the man of La Mancho look like a walking genus.

But you have got to know vdnat the battle line is between fighting your genes and the

battle line is not just what I can draw this way, it is this way. It is where your

own nervous system, your own so called consciousness, the place in which the partner

ship has risen in you and in humanity, from the lower depths down in the red circuit

mines and the manufacturing and assembly lines, wherein as I pointed out, change is

limited somewhere almost within the realms of eat, sleep and fuck, but as the partner

ship begins to become more sophistocated, as it has reached it's mechanical highest

level, we will say in people listening to this, the partnership has gone up to here.

You here the voices up here. That is where you sean to think, that is where you seam

to be conscious, is up in the yellow circuit. You have got to be able to turn on

to the partnership and to see that you have been fitting your genes, no matter idiat

the name was, no matter what the description that the partnership used, that I am trying

to do, it was fighting your genes, and you can't do it. To say that you can't win is
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the least reason, the least. That's almost of no consequense. But you have got to

use and to work with your awareness, not mine, and not sane book, and not what I have

said, Uit your own awareness of what I genetically am. That's that. The station is

on the air. That station was broadcasting the first second that you seaned to be

conscious, at whatever age that was, that, "I seaned to be conscious. I can rananber

it. I can rananber being foar years old. I can rananber my third birthday party.

It's not even important that yoa remaiiber it, but the same second in which ycu became

conscious, that the yellow circuit, just to give you a rough idea, heard a word, knew

what the word was, finally could say the word, had a picture went along with the word,

Ma-^ma, rattle, food, you were conscious. That same second, that station went on the

air - WDNA. The partnership was formed and it blossomed. The partnership being the

ultimate, being the most consistently available foe, cannot be fought on the terrain

that it'has already presented. Everything that you think should be changed, I'm not

even going to tell you whether it should or should not, you have got to understand,

you have got to see, and you have got to be able to feel,that "There is a part of me

that is tied to life that cannot be cut off. There is a station broadcasting, there

is a partnership in me of which I am beginning tx> have less and less of a proprietary

interest. If it was possible for the partnership to break up or to dissolve, or go

out of business, I am getting close, I believe, to the point,"you might say, "that

I don't give a damn. Let the red ass business go out of business. I don't know

what will come after that, lut I will take my chances. I am sick of it." See I am

speakir^ for you people. That's the kind of stage that people can go through- But

you have got to understand it yourself or you no longer fi^t wind mills, which

everybody is wired up to fight wind mills. That's why the damn play was popular.

That's why Cervantes got a book of the month contract, is everybody does fi^t wind

mills. What else is there to fight. If you are going to fight anything other than

wind mills, something would happen. Change would be possible. Where cones the great

all, or very attractive idea of karma,of life after death, a continuing series of
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li\es, is, "By gcd, I tried to lose wei^t, I've done everything I can, fighting ny

genes, all right I will die weiring four hundred pounds, but mayt)e, since I have

tried to be a good boy, a good Christian, a good Catholic, maybe I will come back

and I will look like TV/iggy. Maybe that will be reward. If there is any justice,

if the gods do hear me, you know, forget wings and let me come back weighing ninety

pounds, let me come back with a short nose, let me come back with my hair all over

my head forever, and ever and ever throughout eternity and everyone involed." But

right now, the only way that you can ever move, the only way that you can follow

what I have been laying out, is you have got to find a proper foe. And it is not

your own genes. Now remanber, simultaneously,it is your own genes. Everybody else

believes that. They have got no choice, there is no way out. Right here at line

level consciousness, you believe it, even if you think you are hearing something

ri^t now, by the time you walk out tonight, you are back to fighting your own genes.

"Damn this car is hard to start." It's not just the car hard to start, it's the dreams

that if I had a new car how I would be. Someone asks, "How is the new job?" You

bad mouth the job, and it's not just the job, it is still the genetic necessity,

the desire and/or the attempt to change. But all the change is based upon fighting

your own genes. For those attenpting to do this, there is no such fight. It was

just an imposed hobby placed on you for the first twenty or thirty or forty years

of your life. You didn't know any better. You have got to find where to turn your

energy. And it has got to based upon your own awareness of this imposed battle hobby

of trying to figjit your genes and your own knowledge and awareness of what I am

ger^tically. No psychological stories, nothing from the past."No problems with my

mother. No difficulties with my father or my first three wives or husbands. There

was no psychological games going on. It was my genes in action. The proof being

is I don't like anything that happened. The proof being nothing ever went in a

straight line. The proof being I was never satisfied. I'm not satisfied now. I

am not satisfied with vdiat I did to get out of it vdien I wasn't satisfied." Unless
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you know the proper foe, it is all a waste of time. Unless you know the proper

foe, you can still believe that maybe I don't. You might believe that nobody does,

which is very, very convenient, very, very ordinary. The foe is not your genes.

The foe is not your hel^t, your skin color, your sex, your religion, your weight,

now I won't say anything about your intelligence because I don't want to push this,

don't want to ihislead you. Intelligence is however, more than just yellow circuit

activity. Do not fight your genes. That is not a battle. That is a battle for the

ordinary. Don't fight your genes, work with your awareness of them.

EPILOGUE TASK


